A new compact electrically controlled surface plasmon polariton (SPP) absorption modulator operating at communication wavelengths is introduced. The modulator is controlled by changing the free carrier density and thereby the propagation loss of the SPP.
Introduction
Since 2004, when the term active plasmonics has been introduced by Krasavin et al. [1] , several approaches have been proposed for modulating surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) either electrically [2] [3] [4] or optically [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Among these approaches the electrically operated ones are clearly of higher interest for practical applications. Yet, the technique proposed by Nikolajsen et al. [2] is based on the thermal effects in benzocyclobutene which makes it slow. The device by Dionne et al. [3] the so called PlasMOStor device exploits the plasma effect in a silicon layer, and therefore its speed is limited by the electron-mobility and the dimensions. A more recent suggestion by Inoue et al. [4] exploits the electro-optic effect of an organic molecule sandwiched between two metallic layers. The latter does not suffer from electronic limitations -yet its feasibility needs to be shown experimentally.
In this paper we numerically show that highest -speed electrical modulation of optical signals is possible by directly modulating the electron carrier density in metals. This way ultra-compact plasmonic absorption modulators can be built based on CMOS technology. The modulator operates at speeds only limited by the electronic drive circuits. While this is to the best of our knowledge the first conceptual report and numerical validation of the feasibility of such a plasmonic absorption modulator, it needs to be made clear that the performance reported here can be improved considerably by downscaling and with an ever maturing technology. At the current stage, the device might be of importance for optical chip-interconnects, where speed and power consumption matter and high extinction ratios are not needed.
Design of the structure and SPP excitation
The structure proposed in Fig.1 (a) consists of two dielectric waveguide (WG) sections (A and E), two hybrid coupling sections (B and D) as well as a middle multilayer section C, which sustains pure SPP and where the modulation is going to take place. The B, C and D sections are covered with a silver film and ultra-thin indium tin oxide (ITO) film. A signal that is launched into the dielectric WG is coupled to the SPP and decoupled back to a photonic mode via the B and D sections, respectively. The geometrical and material properties of the device are adjusted for maximum coupling efficiency between the SPP and the WG mode. 
Operating Principle
The SPP guiding section consists of the following layers: 420 nm Si 3 N 4 , 8 nm ITO, and 400 nm silver. The permittivities of Ag and ITO in the infrared spectral region are calculated by the Drude model with standard parameters [10, 11] .
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JThE77.pdf 978-1-55752-890-2/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE Fig.1(b) shows the dispersion relation and the absorption spectrum of the SPP three-layer structure. It can be seen that bound SPP can exist at frequencies below 220 THz. Moreover, due to the small ITO plasma frequency such a structure shows an absorption peak very close to communications frequency, ensuring a high sensitivity of the absorption coefficient a with respect to carrier density changes in ITO. A considerable field enhancement in Si 3 N 4 and in the ultra-thin ITO layer is observed as can be seen from the dependence of the z-component of the Poynting vector on the position inside the cross-section, Fig.2(a) . Therefore, the structure is very sensitive to changes of the complex refractive index of these two layers. This can be seen from Fig. 1(b) , where we plot the effect of a 10% carrier density change on the propagation constant b and absorption coefficient a. It can be seen that the change occurring in a is larger at l = 1.55 µm. The suggested structure may therefore be used as an absorption modulator that can be operated by an electric field applied between the top and bottom metallic contacts.
The carrier density distribution in the ITO layer belonging to a certain electrical field is found by employing the Thomas-Fermi (TF) approximation for the electron screening in ITO. Several parameters used in this theory such as electron effective mass, relative static permittivity are taken from [12] . The characteristic screening length is estimated to be l TF = 0.6 nm, i.e. slightly lower than the one reported by Neumann et al. [12] . To estimate the influence of the enhanced free carrier density of ITO on the characteristic quantities of SPP-particularly on the absorption coefficient-the accumulation layer has been averaged over whole ITO layer. The commercially available CST Microwave Studio Transient Solver [13] is employed for simulating the transmission spectrum of the device in off and on states. When an electrical signal with a 15 V amplitude is applied across the structure, an average carrier density change of 0.15 % is observed in the thin ITO layer. Fig.2(b) shows the extinction ratio between the on and off states of a mode. As a result an extinction ratio of 0.22 dB is found at optical communications frequency of 193.5 THz. The overall fiber-to-fiber losses including coupling losses amount to 32 dB. The time response of the device itself would be limited only by the RC time constant, which is estimated to be in the femtosecond range.
Conclusion
In summary, we propose a new structure which can be used for Tbit/s SPP absorption modulation in a wide frequency range by an external electrical field. The speed of the modulation would be limited by external electronics only. The modulation depth can be increased by a more aggressive downscaling.
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